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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Pulse  repetition  rates  and  the  number  of  laser  pulses  are  among  the  most  important  parameters  that  do
affect  the  analysis  of  solid  materials  by laser  induced  breakdown  spectroscopy,  and  the  knowledge  of  their
effects  is  of  fundamental  importance  for suggesting  analytical  strategies  when  dealing  with  laser  ablation
processes  of  polymers.  In this  contribution,  the  influence  of  these  parameters  in  the  ablated  mass  and  in
the features  of  craters  was  evaluated  in  polypropylene  and  high  density  polyethylene  plates  containing
pigment-based  PbCrO4.  Surface  characterization  and  craters  profile  were  carried  out  by  perfilometry  and
scanning  electron  microscopy.  Area,  volume  and  profile  of  craters  were  obtained  using  Taylor  Map soft-
ware. A  laser  induced  breakdown  spectroscopy  system  consisted  of  a Q-Switched  Nd:YAG  laser  (1064  nm,
5  ns)  and  an  Echelle  spectrometer  equipped  with  ICCD  detector  were  used.  The  evaluated  operating  con-
ditions  consisted  of  10, 25  and  50 laser  pulses  at 1,  5  and  10 Hz,  250 mJ/pulse  (85  J cm−2),  2  �s  delay  time
and  6  �s  integration  time  gate.  Differences  in  the  topographical  features  among  craters  of both  polymers
igh density polyethylene
olypropylene

were  observed.  The  decrease  in  the  repetition  rate  resulted  in  irregular  craters  and  formation  of  edges,
especially  in  polypropylene  sample.  The  differences  in  the  topographical  features  and  ablated  masses
were  attributed  to  the  influence  of  the  degree  of  crystallinity,  crystalline  melting  temperature  and  glass
transition temperature  in the  ablation  process  of  the  high  density  polyethylene  and  polypropylene.  It
was also  observed  that  the  intensities  of  chromium  and  lead  emission  signals  obtained  at  10  Hz  were  two

 by  ke
times  higher  than  at 5 Hz

. Introduction

LIBS has been established as an important analytical tool
hich allows direct analysis of solids without or with minimum

ample preparation. This technique uses laser ablation for sam-
ling and subsequent measurement of the emission intensity of
V–visible radiation from excited atoms and/or ions in laser-

nduced microplasma [1,2]. Laser ablation promotes the direct
ampling irrespective of the form of the material. The ablation pro-
ess depends on the interaction of laser pulses with the sample

urface and results in crater formation in solids [3].

The potential of the LIBS for the characterization and chemical
apping of surfaces has been demonstrated [4–16]. LIBS presents

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +55 19 34294648; fax: +55 19 34294774.
E-mail address: fjkrug@cena.usp.br (F.J. Krug).

169-4332 ©  2011 Elsevier B.V. 
oi:10.1016/j.apsusc.2011.11.122

Open access under the Elsevier OA license. 
eping  the  number  of  laser  pulses  constant.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. 

the advantages of performing analysis in few seconds, allowing
direct sampling from any material irrespective of its conductive sta-
tus in air atmospheric pressure, simplifying the analytical sequence
by minimizing and/or avoiding sample preparation steps, and pre-
senting no limitations or minimum restrictions regarding to sample
size [4,16].

In a review paper, Vadillo and Laserna emphasize that the
introduction of compact and reliable solid state lasers and tech-
nological development in multidimensional intensified detectors
have enabled the seeking of new analytical niches for LIBS, where
their advantages could be explored. In addition to the above-
mentioned advantages, the capability of LIBS for spot analysis, line
scan, depth-profiling, area analysis and compositional mapping

Open access under the Elsevier OA license. 
with a single instrument in the air, under atmospheric pressure,
makes the technique a useful tool for surface analysis and chemical
mapping in different matrices [4].  Depth profiles by LIBS analysis,
for example, were demonstrated in different matrices such as brass,
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teels, silicon wafers, zinc and iron foils [7,8,10,17,18].LIBS allows
o perform scans in the sample surface at different depths, making
he evaluation of the spacial distribution of elements possible. From
he scanning information, it is possible to acquire the chemical

apping of the analytes. Chemical maps also allow to evaluate con-
aminants in different places of the same sample. These possibilities

ake the application of LIBS very interesting for quality control in
he industry [4].  Several studies have assessed the application of
IBS in the chemical mapping of different sample types [6,12–15].
he possibility of performing three-dimensional multielemental
hemical maps of non-flat surfaces by LIBS was demonstrated by
icolas et al. [16].Surface characterization is another task show-

ng the potential and versatility of LIBS. However, the application
o polymers is a challenging topic considering the great number
f polymers with different physical properties. The laser-sample
nteraction depends not only on the physical properties of the
ample but on laser parameters such as wavelength, energy, and
epetition rate as well. Thus, the characterization of topography,
olume, diameter and depth of craters is an attractive way to under-
tand the ablation process [19,20].

Optical microscope perfilometry is a useful tool for laser craters
haracterization and has been applied to craters formed in metal
amples (Cu, Al, and Pb) after laser ablation with femto, pico, and
anosecond laser pulses [3].

The effects of the number of pulses, pulse repetition rate and
uence during laser ablation of poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA)
ere studied using a KrF @ 248 nm excimer laser at pulse repeti-

ion rate of 2 and 10 Hz [21]. In this study a perfilometer was used
or craters characterization. According to the authors, the thermal
ffects become more pronounced when the repetition rate is high
nough to significantly shorten the pulse–pulse relaxation time, or
hen the amount of laser pulses is large enough to produce heat

ccumulation. In addition, craters with smoother and less porous
ottom were also observed with the increase of the pulse repetition
ate and the number of pulses.

The efficiency of laser ablation of paint was investigated with
anosecond pulsed Nd:YAG @ 532 nm laser as a function of repe-
ition rate, laser fluence and pulse duration [22]. The best ablation
fficiency was obtained with the highest repetition rate. The heat
ccumulation with each pulse in a thermal confinement regime
ue to the high repetition rate allowed increases in the ablation
fficiency [22].Although a large number of studies on laser abla-
ion had been carried out, few works are related to polymers. In
he analysis of organics with LIBS under atmospheric pressure, the
nteraction between plasma and the ambient air is much more sen-
itive when compared with the analysis of metallic samples due to
he fact that the media to be analyzed are composed of the same
lemental substances. For instance, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and
ydrogen are omnipresent and provide the common basis of the
ost organic materials [23]. A detailed understanding of the laser

blation induced by the plasma is a crucial step toward the increase
f LIBS application for these samples [24].

In this work, the effects of pulse repetition rate and number of
ulses on the topographical features of the craters in LIBS analysis
f high density polyethylene (HDPE) and polypropylene (PP) were
tudied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and perfilometry.

. Experimental

.1. LIBS instrumentation
Experiments were carried out with a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser
Brilliant, Quantel, France) at 1064 nm,  generating 5 ns pulses of
365 ± 3) mJ  in a 6 mm diameter beam with quality factor M2

maller than 2, at 1, 5, and 10 Hz repetition rate. The laser pulses
ence 258 (2012) 3598– 3603 3599

were focused on the test sample by a convergent lens with 2.54 cm
diameter and 20 cm focal length (Edmund Optics, USA). The plasma
emitted radiation was  collected using a fused silica lens (i.e. 80 mm
focal length) and collimated into a spectrometer fiber (1.5 m,
600 �m core) matching its numerical aperture using a lens of
50 mm focal length (LLA Instruments GmbH, Germany). The optical
axis of the collecting system was  approximately 25◦ from the laser
axis.

A model ESA 3000 spectrometer (LLA Instruments GmbH,
Germany) equipped with echelle optics and focal length of
25 cm with aperture of 1:10 was  used, which provides a
24.5 mm × 24.5 mm  flat image plane. This was selected as a
compromise between resolution in the wavelength range of
200–780 nm with resolving power ranging from 10,000 to 20,000.
The linear dispersion per pixel ranges from 5 pm at 200 nm to 19 pm
at 780 nm.  The detector is an ICCD camera, comprised a Kodak KAF
1001 CCD array of 1024 × 1024 pixels full frame (24 �m × 24 �m)
and a microchannel plate image intensifier of 25 mm diameter
coupled to a UV-enhanced photocathode. The image signals are
digitalized in dynamic range of 16 bits and further processed
by a computer. The dark current of the ICCD was automatically
subtracted from the measured spectral data. The instrumental
parameters were defined elsewhere [25] and consisted of 18 cm
lens-to-sample distance (f = 20 cm), 250 mJ  per pulse (85 J cm−2),
2 �s delay time and 6 �s integration time gate.

2.2. LIBS analysis

Polymer plates were produced with HDPE and PP containing 2%
(w/w)  of PbCrO4 based pigment (Pigment Red 104; CAS Number:
12656-85-8). Polymers were weighted and mixed with pigment
and the mixture was injected using a Battenfeld model 350 Plus at
200 ◦C and 70 bar. A 23 s injection cycle followed by 17 s cooling was
used. After preparation, the densities of HDPE and PP with PbCrO4
based pigment were 1.056 and 1.002 g cm−3, respectively.

Test samples were obtained from each polymer plate by manu-
ally cutting parts of the sample in the form of flat disks (e.g. 3.0 cm).
The selected test sample was placed in the sample holder of the
ablation unit, which was  assisted by a two-axis manual controlled
translation stage that moved in the plane orthogonal to the laser
direction. In order to displace the ambient air atmosphere from the
sample surface, a laminar stream of argon was  continuously fed into
the sample holder assembly from below, flowing at 1.0 L min−1.

LIBS spectra were collected according to the following proce-
dure: a series of accumulated spectra was obtained after 10, 25 and
50 laser pulses per site at 1, 5 and 10 Hz repetition rate. The aver-
age of five accumulated spectra collected from 5 sites on the pellet
surface was used as the representative spectrum. For each poly-
mer, LIBS data treatment was  based on three representative spectra
(n = 3). ESAWIN software, NIST Atomic Database [26] and a routine
developed at MATLAB® version 7.0 (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, USA)
software were used for data acquisition and data treatment.

2.3. Perfilometry and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Topographical informations of craters were obtained with a
Formtracer SV-C525 perfilometer (Taylor Hobson Precision, Eng-
land). Volume, area and profile of each crater were calculated with

Taylor Map  software tools.

The SEM images of craters were examined by a scanning electron
microscope LEO, model Stereoscan 440. The ablated surfaces were
Pt-coated during 80 s using a metalizer Bal-tec, model MED  020.
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. Results and discussion

Figs. 1 and 2 show typical 3D images of craters formed on the
urface of HDPE and PP. The laser fluence at the target surface for all
est samples (i.e. plates) was 85 J cm−2, which was  defined experi-
entally in a previous work dealing with polymeric toys analysis
25]. The images show that width and depth of the crater increase
ith the number of pulses and repetition rate for both polymers.

he mass of material removed during the ablation with different

Fig. 1. Perfilometric images of craters after 10, 25 and 50 laser

Fig. 2. Perfilometric images of craters after 10, 25 and 50 laser p
ience 258 (2012) 3598– 3603

number of pulses and repetition rate was  estimated from the crater
volume calculated by Taylor Map® software. Table 1 shows the
ablated masses in HDPE and PP plates after 10, 25 and 50 laser
pulses with repetition rates of 1, 5 and 10 Hz. The estimated ablated
masses were based on the average crater volumes at 5 different sites

in the same test sample.

The perfilometric images (Figs. 1 and 2) of both polymers at
1 Hz laser repetition rate show irregular crater formation and larger
variance in the mass removal when the minimum number of 10

 pulses at pulse repetititon rates of 1, 5 and 10 Hz in PP.

ulses at pulse repetititon rates of 1, 5 and 10 Hz in HDPE.
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Table  1
Ablated masses in HDPE and PP plates after 10, 25 and 50 laser pulses at 1, 5 and 10 Hz
repetition rates. Uncertainties are represented by ±1 estimated standard deviation
(n = 5 craters).

Laser pulses Ablated mass (�g)

HDPE PP

1 Hz
50 15 ± 2 14 ± 2
25  8 ± 2 11 ± 2
10  3 ± 1 3 ± 1

5 Hz
50 46 ± 4 47 ± 7
25 23 ±  2 32 ± 2
10 9 ±  2 16 ± 3

10 Hz
50 88 ± 6 80 ± 8

l
r
a
p
t
i
a
s
t
m
r

depth were approximately 420 and 550 �m,  respectively.
25  43 ± 5 61 ± 5
10  22 ± 3 33 ± 4

aser pulses was applied. For 25 and 50 consecutive laser pulses the
esulting craters presented more uniform geometry. Small edges
round the crater for both polymers can be observed, which were
robably due to the thermal effects caused by the relatively large
ime interval between pulses (100–1000 ms), which results in cool-
ng. Consequently, the ablation surface becomes quite irregular
fter the end of the ablation process. Irregular and porous ablated
urface was also observed in PMMA  [21]. According to the authors,

hese effects were related to thermal effects during the plasma for-

ation and affected by the laser wavelength, laser pulse repetition
ate and the number of laser pulses.

Fig. 3. SEM images of the craters formed in PP and HD
ence 258 (2012) 3598– 3603 3601

In the present case, high coefficients of variation (>35%) in the
calculated ablated masses were observed for craters formed with
10 laser pulses at 1 Hz in both HDPE and PP plates. When craters
were formed by applying 25 and 50 pulses at the same repetition
rate, this uncertainty decreased to 20%, which was expected due to
a better sampling process.

On the other hand, craters were much more uniform by apply-
ing 10, 25 or 50 laser pulses at 5 and 10 Hz and the coefficients of
variation of mass removal were between 18% and 5%, respectively.
The small edges around the craters were observed in HDPE sam-
ples by applying 10 and 25 laser pulses at 5 Hz and 10 laser pulses
at 10 Hz. In the PP plates, edges were observed in the surroundings
of all craters.

The ablated masses with repetition rates of 5 and 10 Hz (Table 1)
show a considerable difference between the HDPE and PP after
10 and 25 laser pulses. The mass removal from PP was consider-
ably larger than the one removed from HDPE. For 50 laser pulses,
non-significant differences between the ablated masses from both
polymers were observed. The formation of edges and differences
in crater’s geometry in function of polymer composition were also
observed by Godoi et al. [25].

Thermal effects of the ablation process were more pronounced
for PP than HDPE, and more uniform craters being observed in HDPE
(Fig. 3). The perfilometries of the ablated sites in both PP and HDPE
plates, obtained after 50 laser pulses at 10 Hz, showed that craters’
Polymer laser ablation involves photothermal and/or photo-
chemical processes, depending on the nature of the polymers and
the laser parameters [27–29].  According to Pham et al. [30] the

PE plates after 25 and 50 laser pulses at 10 Hz.
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ig. 4. Pb II 220.353 and Cr II 205.552 nm LIBS emission lines signals from H
420  ± 20 mg  kg−1 Cr and 5650 ± 120 mg  kg−1 Pb after 25 laser pulses at 5 and 10 H

hotothermal process involves the absorption of photons, followed
y release of these photons into the polymer matrix. This pro-
ess induces a rapid temperature rise in the bulk material leading
o the thermal decomposition of the polymer. According to the
uthors, if the vibrational energy attains a particular fluence thresh-
ld, the chemical bonds in the polymer will break, resulting in

 phenomenon known as photofragmentation. These fragments
ypically occupy a larger volume compared to the surrounding

aterial and lead to the forwarded ejection of ablated material.
In the present study, only the photothermal process takes place

ecause the experiments were carried out with laser operating
n the infrared (1064 nm), which is in contrast with the photo-
hemical process that promotes breaking of chemical bonds with
s UV pulses, as commented elsewhere [30]. Therefore, the main
roperties that may  influence the ablation process are degree of
rystallinity, crystalline melting temperature (Tm) and glass tran-
ition temperature (Tg).

Crystallinity in polymers refers to an arrangement of molecules
hat denote uniformity and compactness of the molecular chains
nd can be attributed to the formation of solid crystals having a
efinite geometric form [31]. Thus, the crystalline region is the part
f the polymer that has these features. In contrast, the amorphous
egion is the part of the polymer that has a random structure and,
onsequently, does not have a molecular order defined. Degree of
rystallinity is defined as the ratio of the crystalline region and the
morphous region of the polymer.

The Tm is the temperature at which the crystalline region of the
olymer disintegrates and merges. In this temperature, both the

iquid and the solid phases have the same Gibbs free energy and the
olymeric chain become liquid without established order [32,33].
he Tg is the approximate midpoint of the temperature range over
hich the primary glass transition takes place. Tg is related to the
tiffness of the molecular segments, degree of cross-linking, entan-
lement and crystallization kinetics [31,32].

PP and HDPE have a similar structure and the only difference is
hat PP’s chemical structure has a CH3 group linked to one of the
Wavelenght (nm)

ontaining 2000 ± 40 mg kg−1 Cr and 6980 ± 200 mg kg−1 Pb, and from PP with

carbons of the monomer. PP and HDPE have linear structures but,
due to the presence of the CH3 group, PP has a helical configuration
with angles of 120◦ among the methyl groups. The presence of the
CH3 group is responsible for the differences in the properties of
both polymers, mainly density, degree of crystallinity, Tm, and Tg.

PP has a lower density than HDPE due to the steric effect caused
by CH3 groups, which make the packing of macromolecules less
effective for PP. This fact is also related to differences in Tm, Tg

and the degree of crystallinity of both polymers. For PP, Tm is
between 165 and 175 ◦C and Tg between 4 and 12 ◦C. For HDPE,
Tm is 135◦ C and Tg is −120◦ C. The degree of crystallinity varies
between 50% and 70% for PP and up to 95% for HDPE [34]. The
degree of crystallinity can be determined by several experimental
techniques. The most commonly used are X-ray diffraction, differ-
ential scanning calorimetry, density measurements and infrared
spectroscopy. However, imperfections in the crystalline structure
are not easily distinguished from the amorphous phase and these
techniques may  be affected to a different extent by imperfections
[35]. Disagreements among results of quantitative measurements
of crystallinity are frequently encountered [35], and it is common
to find values between 50% and 70% for PP and from 80% up to 95%
for HDPE [34].

The results found herein suggest that the differences in the
degree of crystallinity, Tm and Tg are crucial in the ablation pro-
cess of PP and HDPE. As aforementioned, the interaction of ns
laser pulses at 1064 nm with the polymer results in the absorp-
tion of photons, generating a fast increase in local temperature.
The molecules acquire thermal energy sufficient to move the
chains and, consequently, to break the chemical bonds resulting in
photofragmentation. Due to the lower degree of crystallinity and
higher Tg of the PP compared to HDPE, its amorphous region is
considerably higher. Consequently, the polymeric chains acquire

mobility more easily, and the chemical bonds of PP are more easily
broken than those of HDPE. After the PP chemical bonds are broken
a fraction of the removed fragments is vaporized and consumed in
the plasma. Therefore, the mass removal of PP after 10 and 25 pulses
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t 5 and 10 Hz is higher than of the HDPE. When 50 laser pulses are
pplied, the difference in the mass removal is minimized. At 1 Hz
o differences in the mass removal were observed, most probably
ue to the large time interval between pulses.

The formation of edges more pronounced around PP craters,
uggest that occur a higher effect of the Tm in the ablation pro-
ess of PP compared to HDPE. As the temperature in the borders
f the plasma is relatively low, and the PP has higher Tm compared
ith HDPE, the formation of pronounced edges in PP plates occurs

ecause the temperature of the borders of plasma is not enough for
omplete vaporization of the material.Fig. 4 shows the emission
eak profiles for Cr and Pb obtained by LIBS in HDPE and PP after
5 laser pulses at 5 and 10 Hz. It can be observed that the intensities
btained at laser repetition rate of 10 Hz are two times higher than
hose at 5 Hz. These results are consistent with the mass removal
uring the ablation process, as shown in Table 1.

. Conclusions

Perfilometry and SEM are useful tools for laser craters character-
zation. The images allow features evaluation and the mass removal
f HDPE and PP can be calculated through data obtained by per-
lometry. Small edges around the craters and high coefficients of
ariation in the mass removal were observed at 1 Hz repetition
ate in both polymer plates. For 25 and 50 laser pulses remark-
ble improvements in either the geometry of craters as well as in
he coefficients of variation of the ablated masses were observed.
DPE and PP showed significant differences in mass removal with
0 and 25 laser pulses at 5 and 10 Hz repetition rate, but with 50
ulses similar results were obtained.

Results indicate that the main properties that influence the abla-
ion process in polymers are the degree of crystallinity, the Tm and
he Tg. Due the remarkable differences between these properties
or both polymers, the thermal effects were more pronounced in
P and, consequently, the perfilometric images of the ablated sites
howed craters with pronounced edges. The higher degree of crys-
allinity and the lower Tm and Tg are the possible reasons to explain
hy the formation of small edges were not observed in craters

ormed in HDPE plates when 25 and 50 laser pulses at 10 Hz were
pplied.
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